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In compliance with General Laws, chapter 30, sections 33 and
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RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. An Act to

expedite the

corporation

in

Issuing of

Office

the

op

Certificates

the

Secretary

of
of

Inthe

I

Commonwealth.

The present system of incorporation in this office is cumbersome,
time consuming and expensive. In the interest of providing a faster
and less expensive method of incorporation we submit herewith a bill
to amend section 12 of chapter 156 of the General Laws (Ter. Ed.).
2. An Act

Returns

Dissolution of Corporations and
Said Dissolutions to the State Secretary.

relative to the
of

Under the present status of the law concerning the dissolution of
corporations there is a considerable time gap between the entering
of a decree dissolving a corporation and the recording of the fact of
dissolution in the office of the Secretary of State. This means that
at times persons seeking information as to the existence of a particular corporation are unable to secure accurate information from the
Secretarv of State’s office.
The accompanying bill, which has been agreed to by the Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation, is submitted to correct this
serious defect by amending sections 50A and 55 of chapter 155 of
the General Laws (Ter. Ed.).

3. An Act to increase

Record
this

of

a

the

Birth,

Fee

for

Marriage

a Certified Copy of a
or Death furnished by

Office.

The bill herewith submitted amends section 36 of chapter 262 of
the General Laws (Ter. Ed.), as amended, by increasing the fee from
50 cents to $l. A fee of SI is now charged by all city and town
clerks issuing such certificates. In most eases the dollar fee is
uniform and therefore most mail requests contain SI. Considerable
work is involved in refunding the 50 cents. The flat fee of SI is
more in keeping with the cost of the service performed.
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